
Homework No. 09 (Spring 2024)

PHYS 205A-001: UNIVERSITY PHYSICS

School of Physics and Applied Physics, Southern Illinois University–Carbondale

Due date: Wednesday, 2024 Mar 27, 12:00PM, on D2L

Instructions

• You are encouraged to use any of the resources to complete this homework. However, the
extent to which you depend on resources while doing this homework is a measure of how
much extra work you need to put in to master the associated concepts. Solutions should
be the last resource.

• Links to solutions are provided. Further, links to few variations of the problem are
provided that serve as practice problems.

• Describe your thought process in detail and organize it clearly. Make sure your answer
has units and right number of significant digits.

• After completion, scan the pages as a single PDF file, and submit the file on D2L (under
Assesments → Assignments). You can replace your PDF file, only the last file is graded.

Problems

1. (10 points.) The velocity of a 25 kg object changes from ~vi = (4.0 î + 3.0 ĵ)m/s to
~vf = (6.0 î + 8.0 ĵ)m/s while it traverses along a path. What is the total work done by
all the forces acting on the object during this change in velocity.

[2017F MT-03 P01, 2023F MT-03 P01]

2. (10 points.) The force acting on a particle varies as shown in the figure below. Find the
work done by the force on the particle as it moves from x = 10m to x = 30m.

[2017F MT-03 P01]

3. (10 points.) A mass of m = 25.0 kg slides down a frictionless incline that makes an angle
of θ = 30.0◦ with the horizontal. Assume that the mass starts from rest. The two forces
acting on the mass during the slide are the normal force and the force of gravity. The
mass slides d = 10.0m along the incline.

(a) Determine the work done by the force of gravity.

(b) Determine the work done by the normal force.

(c) Determine the change in the gravitational potential energy of the mass.
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http://sphics.com/tc/201708-SIU-P205A/files/2017F-P205A-001-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/202308-SIU-P205A/files/2023F-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201708-SIU-P205A/files/2017F-P205A-002-UPMT03.pdf
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Figure 1: Problem 2.

(d) Determine the change in the kinetic energy of the mass.

[Solution, 2023S MT-03 P01]

4. (10 points.) A 25 kg mass slides down a surface, see Figure 2. Determine the work done
by the force of friction while it falls a vertical height of h = 3.0m and gains a speed of
4.0m/s starting from rest.
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Figure 2: Problem 4.

[2021S MT-03 P02, 2023F MT-03 P02]

5. (10 points.) A 25 kg mass slides down a frictionless surface, see Figure 3, from point A
to point B starting from rest. Determine the speed at point B if it falls a vertical height
of h = 10.0m.

[2023S MT-03 P05]

6. (10 points.) A roller coaster of mass m = 500.0 kg moves on the curve described in
Figure 4. Assume frictionless surface. It starts from rest, vA = 0m/s at point A height
at hA = 40.0m.

(a) What is the work done by the normal force?

(b) Determine the velocity of the mass at point E, given hE = 20.0m.
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/fMMRhPoBsr4?&start=0&end=495
http://sphics.com/tc/202301-SIU-P205A/files/2023S-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/202101-SIU-P205A/files/2021S-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/202308-SIU-P205A/files/2021S-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/202301-SIU-P205A/files/2023S-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
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Figure 3: Problem 5.
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Figure 4: Problem 6.

(c) How does your result depend on the mass.

[Solution, 2022F MT-03 P05, 2017F MT-03 P04, 2015F MT-03 P03, 2014F MT-03 P01]

7. (10 points.) Figure 5 shows a pendulum of length L = 3.0m and mass m = 5.0 kg. It
starts from rest at angle θ = 30.0◦. Determine the velocity of the mass when θ = 0.
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L

Figure 5: Problem 7.

[Solution, 2017F MT-03 P02, 2016F MT-03 P03]

8. (10 points.) A mass m = 20.0 kg slides down a frictionless incline starting from rest
at point A at height h = 1.0m. After sliding down the incline it moves horizontally on
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/fMMRhPoBsr4?&start=505&end=879
http://sphics.com/tc/202208-SIU-P205A/files/2022F-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201708-SIU-P205A/files/2017F-P205A-002-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201508-SIU-P205A/files/2015F-P205A-UPExam03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201408-SIU-P205A/files/2014F-P205A-Exam03.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/embed/fMMRhPoBsr4?&start=883&end=1437
http://sphics.com/tc/201708-SIU-P205A/files/2017F-P205A-001-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201608-SIU-P205A/files/2016F-P205A-UPMT03.pdf


a frictionless surface before coming to rest by compressing a spring of spring constant
k = 2.0× 104N/m by a length x. See Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Problem 8.

(a) Determine the velocity of the mass at point B.

(b) Determine the maximum compression x in the spring.

[Solution, 2023F MT-03 P05, 2022F MT-03 P06, 2017F MT-03 P02, 2016F MT-03 P04,
2015F MT-03 P04]

9. (10 points.) A 3.0 × 102 kg mass slides down a frictionless incline, starting from rest
at point A. The incline makes an angle of 30◦ with respect to the horizontal. After
sliding down a distance L = 2.0m (along the incline) it hits a spring of spring constant
4.0 × 104N/m at point B. The mass is brought to rest at point C when the spring is
compressed by length x. See Figure 7. Determine the compression x.
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Figure 7: Problem 9.

[Solution, 2014F MT-03 P02]
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/fMMRhPoBsr4?&start=1440&end=2106
http://sphics.com/tc/202308-SIU-P205A/files/2023F-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/202208-SIU-P205A/files/2022F-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201708-SIU-P205A/files/2017F-P205A-002-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201608-SIU-P205A/files/2016F-P205A-UPMT03.pdf
http://sphics.com/tc/201508-SIU-P205A/files/2015F-P205A-UPExam03.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/embed/fMMRhPoBsr4?&start=2111
http://sphics.com/tc/201408-SIU-P205A/files/2014F-P205A-Exam03.pdf

